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When studying for an API literature exam, you'll want to use practical tests and questions to hone your skills. But where can you find AP literary tests? And are all practical exams equally useful to you? The real exam has 55 questions with a choice between multiple answers and three free answers, but there are practical tests with every possible number and
combination of types of questions. In this article you will learn where to find each official College Board AP English Literature and Composition Practice Exam, free informal tests, and paid test resource practices. You will also find out which tests are of high quality and how you can best use different exams to satisfy your needs. 2020 AP test changes due to
COVID-19 Due to covid-19 coronavirus pandemic, AP tests will now be conducted remotely and information on how this will work is still developing. Keep up to date with the latest information about test dates, AP online review and what this means for you with our AP COVID-19 FAQ article. Official free AP literature practice tests the gold standard of AP
English literature practice tests and AP English literature practice exam questions are College Board exempt materials. That's because the College Board administers AP exams, so their practical questions are as much like the actual AP questions you'll see on the test. There are three different types of resources offered by the Collegiate Council: full exempt
exams of recent years, free answer questions from recent years, and sample questions from AP Course and Exam Description. Formal exams of the college exams There are three official exams on board the college. However, only the most recent (since 2012) has been completed. The 1999 and 1987 exams had the standard 55 multiple-choice questions,
but both missed parts of the three free-answer sections. You can still use them as full exams if you supplement them with free-to-answer questions from recent years, which we recommend, since official problems with choosing multiple choices are difficult to come up with. 2012 AP English Literature and Compilation Exam This is the best AP Lit practical test
available. This is the most recent exam issued by the College Board and follows the form of the current test with 55 multiple-choice questions and three free-to-answer questions. He's definitely taking advantage of this test! 1999 AP English Literature and Exam Composition This test excludes poetry and prose analysis questions of the free answer section
and there is only a question about student selection. So, to take it as a full exam, you will need to supplement it with questions 1 and 2 of the free answers questions below. In fact, you can get question 2 about the 1999 test from the official question bank from the answer, but the question 1 passage cannot be reprinted, so it will need to be supplemented with
the poetry analysis. 1987 AP English Literature and exam compositionFor reasons that are not entirely clear, this exam excludes the third question of essay, poetry analysis. If you want to take this as a complete practice for exams, use the bank's poetry analysis hint of free answers questions related below. Or an addition to this poem. Official questions with
a free answer May not be very complete, issued exams, but there are tons of free questions available from previous test administrations. What's great about them is that most of them come with an exemplary response and scoring guidelines, so you'll be able to see exactly what ap's high-quality essay does to College Board standards. But keep in mind that
some of the passages of prose and poetry cannot be reprinted due to copyright concerns. Below is the link to all questions that are available for free answer. The questions go back to 1999, and since there are not many changes to the free answer part, all these questions can be useful during your training. AP English Lit free answer Questions 1999-2019
Sample questions from the course and exam Description 2019 AP course in English literature and exam Description has practice questions with several answers and questions for free answer. They don't equate to a full test - there are only 46 questions with a choice of multiple answers and six free answers (enough for two Tests!) But they are great for
simple practice. If you're looking for more questions like these, you can also review the old exam description brochures. (Note that some of the information in the brochure may be perfect!) Your teacher Your teacher may have access to copies of old app exams that you can use for practice. She probably can't take them away from you from the classroom, but
she may be allowed to give them to you in a supervised environment. That's because teachers can buy resources directly from the College Board that students can't. If you ask your teacher, he may not bear fruit, but it is worth a try. Why are you asking me for exercise tests? I'm your Ekon teacher! Free unofficial AP literary practical tests In addition to free
college board resources, there are also several places online where you can get free, unofficial practice tests. Note that because these resources are not created or approved by the College Board, they are of variable quality. For each of these resources, I will describe what is offered and how it compares to the official college board tests. Varsity Tutors AP
Literary Practices Tests This site has practice quizzes with choice, separated by concepts - things like interpretation of the passage, statements and Excerpts. The questions are not formulated in the same way as AP test questions, but they are still good for testing your passage interpretation skills. In general, the test for questions about such skills, but not
necessarily to imitate AP test questions in style. Also, the site provides the date, title and author of any work that is not something you will get on the AP exam. You can make a free account on the site to keep track of your results, but this is not necessary for the tests to be taken. Unfortunately, kittens are not included in free exercise tests. Albert AR English
literature Quizzes Albert offers quizzes with choice, divided into categories of prose, poetry and drama. You get the title, date and author of the work - which you won't get on the real AP exam. Like Varsity Tutors quizzes, Albert offers questions that test similar skills as the AP exam, but the questions are different. A high school test offers three short, multiplechoice practice tests. You're the title and author of the work. The questions about these tests are relatively superficial, so I would only use them if you were working on your reading skills. One of the most important parts of your college application is what you chose to take in high school (in relation to how well you do in those classes). Our team of
prepScholar admission experts have gathered their knowledge in this planning guide to your school schedule. We'll advise you on how to balance your schedule between regular and honors/AP/IB courses, how to choose your extracurricular courses, and what classes you can't afford not to take. A crack has over 40 short 10 liters. Each test gives a passage
then there are 15 questions with a choice between several questions. The questions are a little easier than you'll find on a real AP exam, but if you need any quick practice, it can do a trick. This resource also has examples of free answer questions from the past that can be useful learning tools, too! Practice Quiz AP English Literature This site offers a
question test with a choice of 20 questions of two passages - one poetry, and one prose. The passages are extremely basic, so I would only use this resource if you were working on your reading comprehension skills. Looking for training help for your AP exam? Tell us what you're looking for and help us serve you better! Sat Board Sat Literary Materials
Although they are not identical in any way, you can definitely use SAT literature Subject Test Questions to hone your skills in response to multiple-choice questions for passages. Sat Subject Test in Literature focuses a little more on the meaning of words and phrases in context and less on drawing conclusions and describing the author's purpose, but they
can still be a useful resource simply for and answering high-level questions, deep for prose and poetry. You can get sample SAT literature questions online here or in the Sat Subject Tests Student Guide brochure issued by the College Board. The queens of LK lit practice give you their blessing. Tests for paid informal practice There are also several paid
resources that offer informal practical questions. Shmoop This is a subscription service with questions about the tone of various tests--SAT, ACT, AP exams. They also have video and other resources to review. I can not talk to the quality of the questions, because the whole service is behind one paywall of about $ 25 per month. Princeton Review AP
Literature Guide 2020 Published Study Guides are an excellent way to practice for an AR literature exam. These books are taken together by experts who have an inside knowledge of the test, and The Princeton Review is one of the best out there. This training guide has three practical tests, along with other types of sample questions and expert
explanations to help you improve your analytical skills. The Baron of ENGLISH Literature and Composition, 7th edition as Princeton review guide, Barron's guide to AP literature is another great resource for students looking for additional exam preparation. This guide has four practical tests and essay questions, along with an expert review of the AP literature
exam itself. If you are looking for a guide that gives you practice and gives advice on mastering the exam, this would be a good choice! I definitely advise paying for all these resources with any free foreign change you have around. How to use AP literature Practice tests How to use a test practice depends to some extent on the resource itself. I will offer you
some recommendations here on how best to use different resources. Complete official tests for issuing The best way to do an official exercise test is to do an exercise for the exam. So find a quiet room, bring a timer or watch, so you can time split, and get yourself! This will help you get acquainted with the exam, so you will feel more comfortable on the day
of the exam! Since there are two full tests for AP Lit practice, it makes sense to take one earlier in learning, and one later. You can get a parent, teacher or teacher to qualify for the exams. An early test will help you understand what needs to be done, and later the test will show you how you have improved! Since the AP English literature test is heavier than
the skill rather than the content, you should not feel completely lost as a practice test even in the middle of the school year. Official Released free answer and sample questions Official resources that are not complete tests are best for practicing individual sections of the test. multiple choice questions in Course Description and exam make excellent english
literature app practice - they will help you get acquainted with the style of questions and practice close reading. The richness of free-to-answer questions are great resources for building your essay writing skills. You can practice full essays or develop an essay. Unofficial tests and practice resources Since unofficial practice tests will not be quite similar to a
real AP exam as official materials on board the college, they will not be as useful for preparing for the form of an exam or its questions. However, they can be a very valuable practice from close reading. And since this is a critical skill for the exam, it is still worth using unofficial resources. You're very quiet. She's up close. The tests and questions about the
practice of Key Takeaways are an extremely important resource as you prepare for the AP Lit exam. The gold standard in practice resources are those that come from the College Board, but there are many other places where you can get practical questions that will help you hone your near-reading skills for the exam. Most of the resources listed in this article
are free, but several are paid. When you've collected stable practice resources, you may not be quite sure how to use them. The official tests of the college are best simulated exam experience. The college's questions are good for targeted preparation for individual parts of the exam - especially essays. Unofficial resources are best for further pricking your
near-reading skills. Now that you know where to find these resources, you will have even more time to prepare for the AP literature exam by filling in practical questions! What's next? Wondering what you should read about AP Lit? Check out our list of 127 great books to help you prepare for the literature exam app. Need more training guidance for your PS?
Look at my five-step preparation plan. Or see our guide on when to start learning about your PDs. If you're looking for tests for other AP exams, check out our assembled practical tests for AP American History, AP Chemistry, AN Biology, AP World History, and AP Psychology. Want to improve your SAT rating by 160 points or did the ACT score by 4 points?
We've written a guide for each test for the first 5 strategies you need to use to be able to improve your score. Download it for free now: These recommendations are based solely on our knowledge and experience. If you purchase an item through one of our links, PrepScholar may receive a commission. Do you have friends who also need help with test
preparation? Share this article! Forum for students and parents Our new forum for students and parents, ExpertHub.PrepScholar.com, allows you to interact with your peers and prepScholar staff. See other students and parents navigate the high school, college and college admissions process. Ask questions; to get answers. Do you have any questions
about this article or other topics? Ask below and Response! Response!
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